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Abstract

Despite the significant progress made towards the understanding of flame propagation mechanisms in dust-air
mixtures, dust explosions still have a frequent occurrence and their danger presents a continuous threat to industries
that produce, use and treat solid powders and dusts of combustible materials. In fact, many physical aspects are still
needed to be clarified given the major difference existing between flame propagating in gaseous mixtures and in
suspensions and many questions are still unanswered regarding the reasons behind the violence of fine metal dust
explosions. Few experimental observations and theoretical considerations emphasized the potential role of radiation
heat transfer in the behaviour of dust clouds' flames in which acceleration in flame propagation speed and
instabilities were observed. Unfortunately, only few information is available, so far, concerning the capacity of
radiative transfers of taking part in the propagation process. While investigating radiation phenomenon in dust
clouds, we are faced with a complicated problem difficult to model analytically. The development of numerical
approach, based on discrete element method (DEM), in order to treat this problem, seems more convenient.
MULTICOR code, developed at the LTI, has already succeeded at modelling heat transfer in a bed of particles.
Under this work, radiative heat transfer exchanged between particles in suspension is successfully calculated and we
propose an original method of calculating heat transfers between dust and gas in the preheat zone of the flame. We
are currently working on adapting the radiation models implemented to the case of fine particles and taking into
consideration light scattered. With the purpose of determining the flame propagation speed and improving the
knowledge of the phenomena involved, it would be possible to contribute to the development of suitable means of
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prevention and mitigation of dust explosion hazard.
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1. Introduction
Given the frequency of dust explosions and their destructive potential, they are considered a major technological
risk which now holds the attention of governments as well as the industrial sector so that an entire security
engineering level was developed around this aspect.
There has been a gradual evolution in the prevention and mitigation of dust explosions over the past twenty years.
This evolution is the result of a better understanding of the phenomena involved, namely the propagation of the
flame through dust clouds [12], properties and characteristics of dust explosion [4], the ignition and the combustion
time of particles [12, 9] and the size and concentration of particles [1, 2]; the flame front structure is proved to be
strongly dependent on the particles' concentration [8].
The propagation of the flame in dust clouds is induced by thermal conduction from the burned products to the
reactants through the combustion zone; this process is close to flames propagating in gaseous mixtures [12].
However, a major difference can exist between flame propagating in gaseous mixtures and in suspensions seen that
the thermal radiation can contribute significantly to the heat transfer from the flame to the unburned cloud depending
on the material of the particles. This contribution is related to the fraction of energy transmitted by radiation by the
solid residues present in the combustion zone and which could heat up the particles of the reactive suspension [13].
Knowing that all the concepts of prevention and protection are based on the conduction-combustion flame model,
should these means still be considered valid and useful? In order to answer this question and to succeed in proposing
alternatives, additional work is needed to investigate the role of thermal radiation in the development of dust
explosions.
Nomenclature
Ai, Aj
Cd, Cd0
Cp, Cpg
dp
Fij
FiR, FjR
I, If
Lign
rp
Su
Tad, T0
T d, T g
Ti, Tj
Tign
t
tign
v, v0
x
xf

surfaces of particles Ωi and Ωj .................................................................................................................. m
dust cloud concentration: at any x-plane; at input ...............................................................................kg.m-3
constant pressure specific heat: of dust; of the ambient gas ..........................................................J.kg-1.°K-1
particle diameter ........................................................................................................................................ m
view factor from the surface of Ωi to the surface of Ωj
view factors from the surfaces of particles Ωi and Ωj to their surrounding medium
radiation intensity: at any x-plane; at the flame front ...........................................................................W.m -2
ignition distance ......................................................................................................................................... m
particle radius ............................................................................................................................................. m
Flame propagation speed ......................................................................................................................cm.s-1
adiabatic flame temperature; temperature at input ....................................................................................°K
temperature: of a dust particle; of the ambient gas ...................................................................................°K
temperature: of particle Ωi; of particle Ωj ..................................................................................................°K
ignition temperature of a dust particle .......................................................................................................°K
time .............................................................................................................................................................. s
ignition time .................................................................................................................................................s
velocity of dust cloud: at any x-plane; at input .......................................................................................m.s-1
distance .......................................................................................................................................................m
flame front position .....................................................................................................................................m
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αg
Δt
εi, εj , εf
λg
σs
ρg, ρ0
ρp
Φijrad

thermal diffusivity of the ambient gas (= λg/ρ0Cpg) ...............................................................................m2.s-1
time step ...................................................................................................... .................................................s
emissivity: of particle Ωi; of particle Ωj; of the flame
thermal conductivity of the ambient gas ........................................................................................W.m-1.°K
Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.6704.10-8 W.m-2.°K
gas density: at any x-plane; at input ....................................................................................................kg.m-3
solid particle density ............................................................................................................................kg.m -3
net radiation flux exchanged between particles Ωi and Ωj ........................................................................W

2. Theoretical treatments
2.1. Radiative heat transfer between particles in suspension
Radiative heat transfer is an energy exchange mode by emission and absorption of electromagnetic radiation. Its
contribution is strongly related to the level of temperature.
The description and analysis of the radiation in granular media are based on two approaches commonly used in
the literature. The first is a continuous approach; the granular medium is considered pseudo-homogeneous and
radiation is studied by solving the equation of radiative transfer with respect to the boundary conditions on an
absorbing, transmitting and diffusive medium [10]. This approach is valid when the particle sizes are larger than the
wavelength of the radiation and the inter-particle distance. The second approach is non-continuous and is called
"cell-model method". Radiation is treated as a local effect that stands between the surfaces bounding a unit cell and
the surfaces of adjacent particles. While analyzing thermal transfer in packed beds, most previous studies were
limited to heat transfer by conduction. Radiative transfer, when considered, is modeled with simplifying
assumptions.
Based on the second approach, the net heat flux by radiation exchange from the difference of absorbed and
emitted heat fluxes between two particles of the dust suspension, Φijrad, is calculated using the network method
illustrated in Fig. 1. This method takes into account the surface resistances Ri and Rj which reflect the ability of the
surface to radiate and the spatial resistances Rij, RiR and RjR reflecting the ease of exchange between surfaces [5].
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) radiative exchange between two particles; (b) electrical analogy describing radiative heat exchange between two spherical particles.

The following assumptions are made:
x The particle diameter is larger than the wavelength of radiation ;
x The particle surface is gray emitting ;
x All particles are opaque solids.
)ij rad

Where:
x Ri

1  Hi
, Rj
Hi Ai

1 H j
H j Aj

, Rij

Vs (Ti 4  T j 4 )
1
1
( Ri  ( 
) 1  R j )
Rij RiR  R jR

1
, RiR
Ai Fij

1
and R jR
Ai FiR

1
;
Aj FjR

(1)
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x Fji

Ai
Fij , Fij  FiR
Aj

1 and Fji  FjR

1.

2.2. Plane flame propagation in dust-air mixtures
Although in practical applications plane flames are not the common type, theoretical investigations have been
concentrated essentially on plane flame models as they give simplicity in mathematical treatments. Among these
theoretical investigations, those of Nusselt [11] were the pioneer to propose a thermal radiation theory of plane
flame propagation in dust-air mixtures that was subsequently extended by Essenhigh and Csaba [6] to take into
account the loss of heat by conduction from the dust particles to the ambient gas in the preheat zone of the flame.
Later, Bhaduri and Bandyopadhyay [3] incorporated heat generation due to chemical reaction.
Essenhigh & Csaba [6] developed in 1963 a 1D theoretical model of a flame with a flat vertical front with
invariant properties in the y and z planes at any x. A moving dust cloud travels the preheat zone in the direction of
the flame front at initial velocity, temperature and concentration that vary when the gas expands (Fig .2). Emitted,
scattered and reflected radiations from the particles are assumed to be negligible.

Fig. 2. Schematization of a cloud element in the preheat zone of the flame. Temperature curve of dust is also shown.

The physical behavior of the system is governed by three equations: the heat radiation from the flame to the dust
(equation 2a), the rate of rise of gas and particles temperatures (equation 2b) and the heat loss by conduction from
the dust to the ambient air (equation 2c):
dI
1 dI
kI
dx
v dt
dTg
dI
dT
Cd C p d  U g C pg
dx
dt
dt
dTg
4SOg
(Td  Tg )
dt
U0C pg rp

Where:
x Cd

Cd 0

T0 ,
v
Tg

v0

Tg and
Ug
T0

U0

T0 ;
Tg

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)
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3Cd 0 is the absorption coefficient ;
4rp U p
3D g Cd 0
x m kv0 and K
;
rp 2 U p
UC
x n K (1  0 pg ) ;
C C
Lign d 0 p
t
x ign
.
v0

x k

With mathematical arrangement, the system is reduced to two differential equations as follows:
dTg
m
dT
m(t t )
I f e ign Cd 0C p d  U0C pg
v0
dt
dt
dTg
K (Td  Tg )
dt

(3a)
(3b)

The equations (3a) and (3b) are solved simultaneously with respect to boundary conditions:
x at t = t0, Td = Tg = T0 ;
x at t = tign, I = If and Td = Tign.
When particles' temperature reaches ignition, an expression of the flame speed is provided:
Su

(a)

I f (1  e

 mtign

)

(Tign  T0 )Cd 0C p

 nt

[1 

K n
1  e ign m
(1 
)]
mt
mn
1  e ign n

(4)

= (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Variation of flame speed with dust concentration showing the influence of the finite ignition distance; (b) Variation of flame speed
with particles' diameter for a concentration of 0.2 kg.m-3

Fig. 3 shows that flame speed depends on dust concentration and drops when the ignition distance is reduced. It
also decreases when the particles' diameter increases. The exponential term creates a peak in the flame speed curve.
As the ignition distance diminishes, this peak drops in value and is displaced in the fuel-rich direction.
3. Simulation results
The proposed results are obtained with the DEM code MULTICOR developed at the LTI laboratory [7]. Dust
particles are considered as discrete elements. The first calculations are dedicated to the modelling of radiative heat
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transfer between dust cloud particles. In a second step, heat transfers between dust and gas in the preheat zone of the
flame are modeled.
3.1. DEM modelling of radiative heat transfer
Each dust particle emits radiation which is absorbed by directly neighboring particles. The corresponding
equation of heat transfer is expressed for each particle as follows, considering that the variation of particle's
temperature is caused only by the contribution of radiative transfer.
UiViC pi

dTi
dt

n

¦)

rad

(5)

ij

j 1

Where ρi is the density of the particle Ωi, Vi is the volume of the particle Ωi, Cpi is the constant pressure specific
heat of the particle Ωi and n is the number of the neighboring particles.
The discretization of equation (5) with respect to time leads to the calculation of the temperature at time t+Δt:
7i t 't

7i t 

't n
¦ )ij rad
UiViC pi j 1

(6)

Fig. 4 details the 2D discrete model simulation of a granular medium of 10000 spherical discrete elements distant
of 40 μm from each other. A heat source at 2500°K is initially located at the center of the right end of the domain.
As shown, the rise of the particles' temperature contributes to the flame propagation process.

Fig. 4. Temperature profiles at different times

Temperature [K]

3.2. DEM modelling of the preheat zone of a flame propagating in dust-air mixtures
The same physical problem described in paragraph 2.2 is reproduced with DEM simulation as detailed in Fig. 5.
The cold dust cloud emerges at initial velocity v0 (= 50 cm.s-1), temperature T0 (= 298 °K) and concentration Cd0
(Cd0 varies from 0.1 kg.m-3 to 0.6 kg.m-3). As dust particles (dp = 10 μm) travel the preheat zone (Lign = 10 cm)
approaching the flame front (Tad = 1773 °K), they absorb heat predominantly by radiation from the flame and lose
heat by conduction to the surrounding ambient air. When they reach the ignition temperature, the flame front
changes its physical position xf. Relative motion between the particles and the surrounding gas may be neglected.
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Fig. 5. Temperature profile of the dust cloud

The discretization of equations (2b) and (2c) with respect to time, using mathematical arrangement of equation
(2a), leads to the calculation of the dust and air temperatures at time t+Δt:
7d t 't

7d t  't

7g t 't

7g t  't

SOg
Cd 0C p rp
SOg

U0C pg rp

(Tg  Td )t  't
(Td  Tg )t

k
k ( x xf )
Ife
Cd 0C p

(7a)

(7b)

The results obtained after the implementation of this model at the DEM code MULTICOR are given by Fig. 6:
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between analytical and numerical flame speeds; (b) Variation of dust temperature with time for different dust particle
positions

While comparing the numerical and analytical flame speeds, differences are obtained. Even though both of them
are at the same range, the differences are due to the fact that DEM modelling takes into account the thermal heat
exchanged between each particle and its surrounding air which could not be provided by the analytical approach.
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4. Conclusion
The theoretical model reproduced numerically is that of a plane flame front propagating through a mono-disperse
and premixed dust cloud [6]. The flame propagation mechanism is the radiant heating to ignition of the dust cloud
contained in the preheat zone. The ignition temperature is assumed to be constant and heat generation due to
chemical reaction is not incorporated yet.
The flame speed depends on the dust concentration and decreases when the diameter of dust particles increases.
As the ignition distance (or ignition time) drops, so does the flame speed.
Under this work, it was shown that DEM modelling could be an alternative for dust flames simulation. Further
development will be carried out in order to model additional complex phenomena such as light scattered by small
dust particles that should be taken into consideration seen the size of the particles and reaction mechanism in the
combustion zone.
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